
Need precision metal parts in four weeks?

Olympian Machine is a leader in precision machined metal parts for the Oil & Gas industry. You can rely

on Olympian Machine for superior quality and quick turnaround on custom machined metal parts. We

maintain numerous lathes and mills to efficiently run small and large custom orders.

  

Alloy steel 4130-4145, 4340, 8620, 9310

Aluminum 1100, 2024, 3003, 5052, 6061, 6063, 7075

Beryllium copper C17200, A25, AT (TFOO), HT (TH04), C173

CF carbon 1018-1026, 12L14, 1215, A105, A350-LF2

Nickel 400, K500, 718

Stainless steel 303, 304, 316, 410, 420, 17-4PH, 13-8PH, 15-5PH, NIT50, NIT60

Other Aluminum Bronze, Hyper Chrome, Inconel

Materials
Olympian Machine’s custom parts meet the highest quality standards. We machine those parts from

the materials listed below.

Material Description

Products
Our products are most widely used in downhole testing, drilling, fracking, liner hangers, subsurface

packers, subsea completions, well completions, and wireline applications. Below are some of our most

popular products.

  

Joints Blast joints, pup joints

Plugs Bull plugs, test plugs

Subs Lower subs, upper subs, seal subs, X-over subs

Other Rings, collets, couplings, inserts, mandrels, nipples

Product Description



Sample Parts
Olympian Machine produces precision made parts in outside diameters up to 40 inches and lengths up

to 480 inches. Our modern, highly automated equipment allows us to produce custom parts with

tolerances as tight as 0.0002 inches. 

Services
Olympian Machine has developed expertise in numerous services widely used by the Oil & Gas industry.

Those services include numerous coating and plating techniques. Below are some of the popular services

provided by Olympian Machine.

  

Coating Black oxide, carbide, dry moly, QPQ, xylan, zinc phosphate

Plating Copper, gold, nickel

Other Anodizing, bead blasting, crating, electrical discharge machining 

(EDM), gun drilling, hydro testing, internal slotting, ion nitriding, 

NDE and hardness inspection, stamping, welding

Service Description
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